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What is Singularity Analysis?
Any technique capable to robustly assign a singularity 
exponent to each point in a image or map.
To deal with discretization effects, noise and long-range 
correlations  the introduction of wavelet projections is necessary 
What is it useful for?
Singularity analysis tracks streamlines
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Singularity analysis allows continuous tracking of streamlines
Assesment of the common phase structure
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Generation of high-resolution current fields
Yahia et al., Pattern Recognition (2010)
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Singularity-based image blending (data fusion, L4 SMOS)
Goal: Data fusion preserving singularities
Product: 10-day averages binned, Full-from-Full EFoV.
SST
Technique: Multiscale sources.
SSS
Conclusions
• Singularity analysis reveals the inner structure of flow 
currents from scalar maps.
• This implies a redundancy between scales than can be 
used to improve resolution and fill blanks.
• The commons singular structure allows a synergistic 
approach for data fusion without imposing any model.
• Impact on user requirements: Apart from space and time 
resolution, take care on the local effective bit depth!!
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